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Home&
Gift Offerings

ANDMORE, formerly known as
International Market Centers, continues to
expand its offerings in Atlanta Market and
Las Vegas Market.

Location changes for several Atlanta
Market temporary exhibit categories will
create a more cohesive and compelling
presentation of 1,400 gift and home brands
across more than 30 categories.

Atlanta Market’s temporary exhibits, now
housed exclusively in Buildings 2 and 3,
open on Wednesday, Jan. 17, and run through
Sunday, Jan. 21. The show runs from Jan.16-
22 at AmericasMart.

The debut of seven new-to-market brands
and the expansion of six existing resources
enhance Atlanta Market’s 300+ permanent

home décor showrooms as well.
Las Vegas Market’s furniture and bedding

discovery is abundant in Winter 2024, with
some 15 new updates to the Market’s more
than 220 permanent home furnishings and
bedding showrooms. Las Vegas Market is
the gift sourcing hub this winter with new
and expanding showrooms augmenting seven
floors of permanent gift resources.

Las Vegas Market runs from Jan. 28-Feb.
1 at World Market Center Las Vegas.

Among the exhibitors at the shows,
including their locations, are:

Gourmet Inspirations
Lines of sauces, rubs and syrups are versatile
for sweet and savory application. Creamy

peppercorn whisky steak sauce will be a
grilling game changer. Salted Caramel
whisky dessert sauce will elevate desserts
and brunch and blow guests’ minds! Spruce
up the coffee bar with our newest line of
coffee + gourmet syrups.

Feel like a chef and barista at home with
these fine Canadian sauces, rubs and coffee
syrups. Chef inspired, handcrafted, small
batch produced in the Canadian prairies.
Products retail for $12-$20. 
Atlanta: Gourmet section temporaries, B2 3-
726.

Pom Pom at Home
Pom Pom at Home embraces a passion for
all things beautiful. Throughout the creative

process, its mission to evoke a sense of
romanticism, peaceful memories and
gentleness is always kept in mind.

The Kenwood Napkin, which comes in
six colors, is a stylish and practical addition
to any dining table. Crafted with a blend of
95 percent cotton and 5 percent polyester, it
offers a perfect balance of softness and
durability. The napkin features a finished
edge and with Its cotton-poly blend ensures
easy maintenance, making it machine
washable and resistant to wrinkles.

Create an inviting table for all your dinner
parties with the Wren Placemat, which
comes in three colors as a set of four. It
features a wavy pattern and frayed edges that
will dress up any tablescape.

at Markets

exhibitors set for
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Add a touch of sophistication to any
dining occasion with the Porter Placemat,
which comes in four colors as a set of four.
It features frayed edges on the left and right
side and a beautiful thick woven texture. 
Atlanta: JDouglas Showroom Building 1 -
13A1
Las Vegas: Building C, 5th Floor - C506

Accent Decor
Accent Decor will be exhibiting in Atlanta,
Las Vegas and High Point with a variety of
stunning products for the home.

The Gillian taper holder, made from a
mold with spray color, is designed to pair
well with the Momento and Pomona
drinkware collections. It has a vintage feel
and fits under a 4-inch glass
sleeve.  

Nuovo, a shallow coupe with
a pop color stem is perfect for a
summer event. Its curved optic
technique adds dimension and
unique interest.  

As lovely to display as it is
functional for protecting surfaces,
the Calistoga Coaster Set
features four hand-painted
stoneware coasters with an on-
trend, neutral checkerboard to
add a little pattern to decor. Each
coaster features a cork base and
sits inside a stylish bamboo box
for safe storage.

The Anza teak serving board
is foodsafe, but can be used as a
charger or plant riser as well. It's
hand made with slight variation
in each due to natural material.

The Bacala terracotta and
glazed top taper holder comes in
color blocked glaze with a ribbed
foot. Its unique shape is a great
way to add a sculptural element
to any styled moment.

The Bayberry Rattan Charger layers well
under and gives texture and interest to any
place setting.  It's super lightweight and
versatile.

A woven cotton placemat with tassels on
each end, Camino is available in both a warm
brown tone with cream grid pattern and rust
tone with cream grid pattern in fabric. It
acts as a warm neutral base for a place setting.

Parable, a white clay bud vase with a hand-
painted snake motif. Parable layers well with

the other tabletop items. Parable Collection
artwork by Jessica Heimstra.

The natural brown terracotta Plano
charger in warm tone layers perfectly with
the Parable tabletop collection. It comes with
a scalloped edge and dimensional details.
Atlanta: Bldg 1, 18-E18
Las Vegas: C-124
High Point: IHFC H309

Danica Studio's Heirloom
Danica Studio's Heirloom collection includes
a variety of designs.

Grove: Enter a quiet cluster of trees where
sun-dappled shade calms the mind and
nourishes the soul. With Grove dinnerware,
the scene is set for a gathering where good

times can flourish.
Hanami: Ephemeral blossoms are on

perennial display with the petal imprints of
the Hanami tabletop collection. Rooted in
the ancient tradition of flower viewing, this
collection brings an everblooming freshness
to the table.

Ginkgo: Moving effortlessly from a casual
cheese tray to a more formal table setting,
this steel serveware offers timeless style and
enduring versatility. Fan-shaped leaves inspire
the organic curves of eye-pleasing stoneware

plates.
Other offerings include

Tesselate Marble Coasters
(Clean, cool marble creates a
canvas for stylish
entertainings. Cork feet keep
the worries of wear and tear
out of mind.), Olive Wood
Serving Spoon (Dense in
texture and rich in tone, olive
wood serveware brings the
warmth and enduring appeal
of the olive grove to the
table.), Olive Wood Salad
Servers (Dense in texture and
rich in tone, olive wood
serveware brings the warmth
and enduring appeal of the
olive grove to the table.).

Also, Olive Branch
Florence Placemat (Scalloped
edges with contrast stitching
surround a soft and slub-
textured fabric, forming a
collection of enlightened
linens, reminiscent of the
splendid city at the heart of
the Renaissance.), Aquarius
Oyster Salt & Pepper Shakers
(Bring balance and a state of flow to the
table with the harmonious lines and mellow
tones of the Aquarius dinnerware collection.),
Leaflet Serving Platter (A pinnate-leaf
pattern feathers across the embossed and
glossy surface of this botanically beautiful
platter.), Buona Pasta Serving Bowl (Pass
around plentiful servings of pasta from this
‘molto buono’ bowl.) and Teppi Imprint Mug
(A special wax-resist technique makes each

item unique, while the
ribbed texture and glaze
further the tactile quality).
Atlanta: Schauben & Co
Showroom, 1100
Las Vegas: Fine Lines,
C1120, C1125

Mary Phillips Designs
Mary Phillips Designs
will display whimsical
cocktail napkins that
come in a variety of light-
hearted sayings.

Each pack contains 20
three-ply 5-inch by 5-
inch napkins. Packaged in
polypropylene. Designs
are ordered by the dozen
for $2.65 per pack and
$31.80 per case pack.
Suggested retail: $5.50.
Atlanta: B3 5-209
Exhibiting: Atlanta Gift
Market Temporaries in
General Gift, Building 3,
Floor 5

Lynn & Liana Designs
Lynn & Liana Designs will feature striking
cheese boards, including a 20-inch Acacia
mini surfboard cheese board with resin accent
in Caribbean Blue. 

These pieces blend gorgeous Acacia
hardwood and an eco-friendly epoxy to
create a one-of-a-kind piece of serveware
for the home. These cheese boards are perfect 
for serving a group of four to six people.

Cheese boards are a great gift for house-

warmings, weddings or maybe just a personal
treat. Serve favorite snacks for a girls’ night
in, a date night with the spouse or for a
get-together with friends. Perfect for that
New Year's party you’ve always wanted to
throw. 
These cheese boards and serving trays now
come in beautiful Lynn & Liana black gift
boxes to make your gift presentation even
more spectacular! MSRP: $99.95
Atlanta: Harper Group Building 2, Floor 17
Atlanta Temps: Building 2, Floor 3-311
Las Vegas: Fine Lines Building C, Floor 11

Kalalou
Kalalou will display a selection of
handcrafted and unique home decor tabletop
pieces. 

Crafted by hand in India, Kalalou’s Set of
Two Paper Mache Oval Bowls feature a
cane weaving design that makes it ideal for
displaying decorative items, adding storage
or simply as a natural work of art, these
bowls are a decorator’s dream.

Kalalou’s checkered seagrass table runner
combines natural textures with modern style
to create a stunning, versatile accent that’s
perfect for setting a stylish table. Crafted
from hand-braided seagrass, this eye-
catching runner is ideal for adding a fresh,
beachy touch to any decor.

Add a hint of rustic charm to any room
with Kalalou's Set of Four Forged Iron Taper
Candle Holders. This set features sturdy yet
lightweight iron in a timeless green patina
finish, perfectly combining functionality and
style. Each piece is crafted to last through
years of entertaining, making them perfect
for creating an inviting atmosphere in the
home.

Kalalou’s Hanging Acacia Wood Cutting
Boards are crafted with acacia wood. This
set of four is equal parts functional and
stylish, and is sure to impress guests at any
gathering.
Atlanta: Building 2 #1022
Las Vegas: C-604
High Point: Suites at Market Square 
#M2003 KN


